
 

 

Strathbungo Minute 17th November 2019  
 
APOLOGIES  
 
Steven Goode ,Nicke Kempe,  Kevin  
 
The meeting welcomed Fionnghuala Murphy a new resident of Strathbungo  
 
Network Rail - Fiona Mc Kinnon updated the committee on the dialogue that had been taking place 
with Network Rail and the list of concerns that have been raised . All have been reported widely in 
the Blog and other social media. A further meeting with Network Rail and a representative of the 
Tree Council  had been arranged  through the offices of our MSP , at the Strathbungo site on 
Friday 22nd ;- J Carolan and F McKinnon will attend , and other committee members should they 
wish . The committee stressed that our reps should continue to pursue the concerns and 
aspirations that have been  central to our discussions and report back on any developments. 
 
Dubai Nights - Planning Concerns. For the benefit of new members and to ensure that the 
committee was fully up to date , F Mc Kinnon outlined the planning concerns around the 
development at Dubai Nights for the meeting. At the present time no update is available as the 
Council have yet to reply . Further information would be given to the committee as it became 
available . It was decided to approach Cllr Molyneux who had also been involved to find out if he 
had any further information  
 
Strathbungo Mural - It was now apparent that difficulties over the proposed site of a mural at 
Allison St / Pollockshaws Rd. mean that the project is not viable . P.Rezzoli has been meeting with 
Sustrans . There is still the possibility of grant money available ( £5000) and there was a 
discussion about projects on sustainable travel and community involvement . There was a 
discussion about providing a permanent art piece . Discussions with Sustrans to continue .  
 
Bungo at the Bells  
1.Teresa has agreed to host the event . 
2. A. Downie has pa - set up for this to be arranged with Teresa . B.Dow agreed to help. 
3. Other elements- catering , play list etc to be discussed with Teresa . 
4. Other than set up , there were no volunteers at the meeting to assist on the night. It was agreed 
to advertise on social media, and to discuss this with Teresa ( JC to action ) 
5. Posters will be needed nearer the time . 
 
Winter Wanderland  
 
There was a discussion about traffic and crowd problems during the event and the advisability of 
asking GCC for assistance in this. It was agreed that in the first instance that the officebearers 
should seek a meeting with Sarah .  
 
Next Meeting It WAS AGREED TO HOLD THE NEXT MEETING AT 45A MARYWOOD SQUARE 
AS A CHRISTMAS EVENT .  


